
SS PHILIP & JAMES PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

Agenda of the Finance Committee 

 

15th July, 2:00pm 

 
 

1. Apologies for absence: Richard Groves 

 

2. Declarations of interest: None 

 

3. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising: To be noted that the previous minutes 

misstated Richard Groves’ first name. The previous minutes referred to staff as being on 

‘long term disability’ – this should have read ‘long-term sickness’. 

    

4. Budget monitoring: KM went through the first quarter budget. She noted that income as 

come through as expected though we still await some PP funding, further SEN funding, and 

the teacher pay / pension grant to come through. Expenditures, because of COVID-19, been 

more unpredictable. There have been some small savings in maintenance that will come due 

later in the year, facilities expenditures have been slightly lower, and the librarian has 

reduced their hours voluntarily but there have also been extra expenses related to PPE. Carry 

forward may be slightly improved from expectations, particularly if we are able to claim 

reimbursement for expenses incurred when open for Easter Holidays and half term. 

 

5. Update on accounts: The reserves remain stable. The Special Purposes account will be 

depleted substantially in order to pay for ASC staff during a period in which ASC money was 

not coming in (i.e. since lockdown). 

 

6. Devolved Formula Capital: This has now largely been used (or in the case of this year’s 

amount due, be used) to pay for the solar panels, which are being installed this summer.   

 

7. Staffing – Four staff have resigned (3 UPS, one top of main scale) and have been replaced by 

a mix of UPS and NPTs, which will save some income. Other savings have been made by 

one member of staff taking fewer hours. We talked briefly about whether the government 

furlough scheme would apply until 31 Oct for staff taking fewer hours. Two staff are on long 

term sickness. We await news about wage bargaining for support staff and teachers. 

 

8. Coronavirus planning: A substantial discussion was had about costs and income during the 

coming academic year. The reduction of after-school provision to breakfast club and ASC - 

i.e. the postponement of outside and inside-organized clubs – will reduce net income from 

this provision by around 40% for the Autumn Term. The fact that parents will need to sign up 

to a more regular commitment from ASC may help but it is unclear whether this will be 

counteracted by lost fees from emergency use of ASC. The plans for online learning largely 

involve free services (Google Classrooms / Hangouts / ClassDojo). It is possible that some 

further training may be needed (and related costs incurred) Two laptops have been provided 



by the county. Some money has been invested in test papers to help assess pupils in 

September. PPE expenses are unlikely to be large in scale. A discussion was had about the 

need for support staff in the event that a teacher becomes ill. 

 

9. Any Other Business: The finance committee approved the provision of funds for 

refreshments for an End of Year party to thank the staff for their hard work in this difficult 

time.  

 

10.  Date of next meeting: October 7th, 1:30pm 
 


